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A section of cerebrum 

Gray matter 
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A section of white matter of cerebrum 
Red arrow: Fibrous astrocytes (larger cells & paler nuclei) 
Black arrow: Oligodendrocytes (more abundunt, smaller cells    
                        & round nuclei) 

Neuropil 

 



Q: a) Name the 6 layers of cerebral cortex 
     b) Name the pointed meningeal layer 



Q: Name main cells forming the 5th layer of  
     cerebral  cortex 



Q) Name predominate glial cells 1 & 2 in white  
     matter of  cerebrum 

1 

2 



Q: Name the glial cells help form blood brain  
     barrier 



A section of cerebellum 



Q: a) Identify the gray & white matter of cerebellum 
     b) Name the 3 layers of cerebellar cortex 

1 

2 

3 

4 



Q:  Identify the components of each layer of cerebellar  
       cortex 



Q) Identify the 2 sections of CNS  

A B 



Sections of spinal cord at different levels 



Q) Identify the level of this section of spinal cord 



Q) Identify the level of this section of spinal cord 



Q) a) Identify the level of this section of spinal cord 
     b) Identify the parts A, B & C 

A 

B C 



Q: In the following section of spinal cord, identify the followings: 

   a) Gray matter         b) White matter 

   c) Ventral horns      d) Dorsal horns 

   e) Central canal       f) Dura mater 



Q) This section of white matter of spinal cord, name the    
     glial cells in this section 



Q: Name the type of glial cells lining the central canal 



A section of ventral horn of spinal cord 
a) Identify this type of neurons 
b) Name the basophilic structures in the cytoplasm 
c) Describe the chromatin status in the nucleus 
d) Name the glial cells exist in this section 



A section of dorsal root (sensory)   
ganglia 



 
Distinctive capsule of sensory ganglia, with large 
organized neurons 

 



“Lipofuscin” yellow-brown pigment 
granules in some nerve cell bodies 



Q: a) Identify the type of neurons 
     b) Identify the cells surround the neuronal cell bodies 
     c) Describe the location of nuclei  



Q: Identify large myelinated  vs small unmyelinated   
     axons 



A section of sympathetic ganglia 



 
Less well developed capsule of sympathetic 
ganglia, with small widely dispersed neurons  

 



Q: a) Identify the type of neurons 
     b) Identify the cells surround the neuronal cell bodies 
     c) Describe the location of nuclei  



Cross section of peripheral nerve 



Q: Name the 3 CT layers surrounding the peripheral nerve 

A 

B 

C 



Q: Describe the components of blood nerve barrier   



Q: Name the structures pointed by black arrow, red 
arrow, blue star & purple circle  

* 



Longitudinal section of peripheral 
nerve 



Q: Name the structures pointed by black arrow, red 
arrow, blue star & purple circle  

* 



Q: Name the circled part of large nerve fiber of the    
     peripheral nerve 



Q: Name the meningeal layer highlighted in green 



Q: Name the meningeal layer highlighted in green 



Q: a) Name the meningeal layer highlighted in green 
     b) Name the cells forming glial limiting membrane 


